
I’d known them for years the fi rst day we met, but to them 
I was a stranger. Katya, the 2nd gen with strawberry-
colored hair and artifi cial eyes. Douglas Bruin, an older 
man with an unmobbed astigmatism, a fi rst generation of 
his geneline. Pharaiza the botanist. Curly the immigrant 
chef from Liberty Station. I know their parent’s names, 
their favorite foods, their scientifi c backgrounds, all without 
having met them before. To them, I’m an anomaly, a 
mystery. They see my name, my geneline and my fl ow 
rating on their keys, but that’s all. I’m not on their friends 
list yet. Why would I be? They don’t know me. Douglas’s 
name is the only one on the list now, and I suspect it’s only 
out of some sense of responsibility.

A late start after a late breakfast and the assignment is 
uploaded to our keys. We review the day’s tasks in a 
cloud of squirts and pings, words and gestures: Head 
to the cultivation zones, take measurements and analyze 
any data we collect. Our MRCZ is called Associated 
Atmospheric Analysis, a motley collection of environmental 
pollution monitors. Pharaiza is in charge of watching 
the pollen count from FreeMarket’s vegetation. Katya is 
interning with us, gaining experience. Douglas runs the 
show as the MRCZ’s founding member; HVAC design and 
repair is in his blood. Curly is weird. He once tried to print 
a renewable source of meat and accidently created a 
mutant breed of rabbit that inhales and ingests dead skin 
cells—or so says the Aggregate’s entry on dust bunnies.

I’m an experienced thin slicer. My fi elds of study are fl uid 
dynamics and chaos theory. I can intuit how atmospheric 
contaminants spread through systems and then help 
validate any data we collect. I seem to have a good 
head for numbers, but I wonder why my body is full of 
ghosting hardware? Apparently I’m meant for something 
other than science. Setae implants give my palms and 
fi ngers a ridged, rough texture. I feel strong and supple, 
able to do back handsprings and walk along tightropes 
like I’m in microgravity. I have a preternatural sense of 

direction, timing, hand-eye-mind coordination. My vertical 
leap defi es gravity. Maybe I’m supposed to climb and 
explore ductwork?

My birthday was yesterday. Correction: my birth date. 
I peruse my user profi le, glancing at an array of dry 
technical data: geneline blueprints, hardware specs, 
personality matrices and the like; and something else that 
escaped my attention. Douglas and Katya are chatting 
away as we walk along the Donut, passing parks and 
shops and storefronts and harshly lit industrial spaces 
full of machinery. The old man explains the problem 
of airborne particles in a closed system. He says 
he’s found some unusual agents in the atmosphere; 
synthetic pheromones or something like them. 

I keep up my end of the conversation, converting 
their speech to text for review in case I drop any 
words while I search my key. One fi le was sent to 
me by Douglas, the date a few hours before my 
birth, tucked behind some antibreaker software and 
encrypted for my eyes only. He never told me the 
password, but I was born knowing it. Distracted, 
I don’t notice the peculiar smell of ozone. The 
crackling static of energy charging, coalescing, 
discharging...

Upon retrospect, I will credit Douglas’s survival not on 
my interface but on my experience—fl uid dynamics, 
chaos theory, intuition. In that moment, I appraise the 
situation and make a judgment call. I tackle Douglas, 
and we fall to the ground, my body shielding his own 
as a laser pulse etches a z-shaped scorch mark into the 
walls. 

The fi le is a dossier on me. My true role in the MRCZ: 
to protect my father. Or more importantly, my father’s 
memories. Some ephemera cult is pumping 
pheromones into FreeMarket’s ventilation system, 
making our minds pliable and complacent. 
They’re preparing us for indoctrination by some 

meme our brains would normally reject as 
ludicrous or perhaps even dangerous. 

I see the wetworkers on a catwalk 
above us, indistinct in their mimetic 

camoufl age. Fortunately the laser 
is still glowing with heat, and it 
makes them stand out like neon 
signage. Katya pulls Douglas 
to safety, and I’m already 
scampering up the walls like 
a gecko. The cult members 
are terrible shots but capable 
ghosts. I reach their eagle’s 
nest and find the cast-off 
pulse laser. It’s an ugly thing 
of black ceramic and dull 
steel. I break into the laser 
and pull out a gnarled strand 
of data. The weapon’s user 
has already abdicated 
ownership, but I find out 
the cult’s name and the key 
IDs of its last three targets. It 
will take some time, but I’ll 
fi nd out who tried to death 
Douglas. It doesn’t take a 
genius to know you don’t 
mess with family.
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